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A Egalitarian, Feminist Ceremony

Noun - Plural , welcome. Thank you for being here. We have been invited here to share this special day

with Bird and Tree. celebrity said 'love is a string of coincidences that gather significance and become

Noun .' Tree and Bird don't know why deity blessed them to meet each other and to fall in love

, Repeat Last deity did bless them.

Marriage is that blessed Noun wherein Number equals 'join in their strength,' forming a

partnership in which 'there is none called the least, or the greatest.'

Today, we gather with them as they embark on this new part of their journey together. Life's journey is

Adjective ; it is a journey 'of becoming.' While life is often challenging, with love we can 'gladden the

hearts of those who are traveling the often Adjective journey with us." Because we have love, 'life, even

amidst pain and" struggle, becomes beautiful. As the late, Adjective Bob Ross told us, 'It's amazing what

you can do with a little love in your Part of Body .'

People like to talk about love. The website page on love has almost as many words as all the

title of book combined. There are more than 10,000 Repeat Last website articles with 'love' in the title. It

seems that 'some people wanna fill the world with Adjective love Noun - Plural and other lovey-

dovey-ness. But there's nothing wrong with that, so we're gonna have some readings on love.

person in room , 'Love seeketh not ...'

Serving each other is integral to love. 'Love is mutually feeding each other, not Number parasitically

living on another.' Love calls us to abandon "the scales that Verb - Base Form our vision,' scales of

selfishness that obscure 'our equal humanity.' Love rejects "the notion that we're Verb - Past Tense rather

than linked.' Love says, 'I'll Verb - Base Form with you." Love does not keep score and demand, "Pay me

that thou owest." Rather it invites us to say, 'Please tell me how I can love you better.' The love between Tree

and Bird will continue to grow as they care for each other.

Noun unites a couple 'so they are no longer Number , but Number .' The partners are on

the same Noun , 'for in love there are no penalties and no payments, and what is given is

indistinguishable



from what is received.' Throughout the changes that life Verb - Present ends in S , even 'when

Adjective age and Noun - Plural cover' them, Tree and Bird are to remain true to each other.

person in room writes about the moment she came to understand love: 'The beautiful truth burst upon my

mind--I felt that there were Adjective lines stretched between my Noun and the spirits of others.'

Tree and Bird are grateful to feel these connections, both with each other and with all of you.

Bird and Tree, you are about to make some important commitments to each other. You will Verb - Base 

Form to be each other's companion and constant Noun . You will pledge to share life together, to be

a Noun , to care for each other, to support each other, to be faithful to each other, to be there for each

other.

This is a great day. But it is not an end. celebrity notes, 'I have discovered the Noun that after

climbing a great hill, one only finds that there are many more Noun - Plural to climb. I have taken a

moment here to rest, to Verb - Base Form a view of the glorious vista that surrounds me, to look back on the

distance I have come. But my walk is not yet ended.'

And now, Bird and Tree, 'I Verb - Base Form you united by the ties of marriage.' 'May deity bless

this marriage that it may be a Noun of compassion, a seal of happiness here and hereafter,' 'an ever-

fixed mark that looks on Noun - Plural and is never shaken.' foreign word .
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